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Package Name: com.rovio.angrybirdsrio Version: 2.6.13 (2676) File Size: 47.5 MB Updated: March 12, 2020 Minimum Android Version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: 2a34c85801b5fa2946b7371823928e SHA1: 04957e6d51 If there is a mobile game saga that has become popular since it entered
the market is Angry Birds, you will have a mobile game saga that has become popular since it entered the market , it was Birds Angry. Starting with a first title with a very simple premise (remove all pigs from the screen, his legacy continued to grow with endless sequels and spin-offs from the original
game. Angry Birds is the Super Mario console in mobile games. But does Angry Birds Rio show any difference from the original game? Yes, to begin with the pigs are not the enemies this time. However, the game is also interesting and addictive. Saving the birds and escaping rio The original Angry Birds
are no longer in their territory: they have been kidnapped and sent to Rio de Janeiro. They will have to escape and return home, as well as free Blu and Jewel (the protagonists of the films Rio and Rio 2) and their fellow macaws. All in a list of almost infinite levels and increasing difficulty. These are the
main features of the game: 320 game levels in total. Epic battles against the final bosses. Power-ups for your birds. In-game items that are used to unlock more levels. You can buy the Mighty Eagle. Angry Birds Rio is here! The new episode of the incredible Angry Birds saga, in partnership with 20th
Century Fox, is a hit. Our favorite birds still have a lot of work to do in this free version for Android thanks to advertising! Angry Birds Rio takes the same gameplay as the original Angry Birds and its Angry Birds Seasons spin-off. You have several birds with special features to send in wooden, glass or iron
constructions that you must demolish methodically. Unlike previous episodes, green pigs have disappeared in Angry Birds Rio! Here, our feathered heroes must deliver more caged birds, enclosed in a plane's hold. At least, that's what the first painting has in mind, the next thing that takes place in the
jungle, on the beach, at the carnival against naughty signs and on the asphalt of an airport. In the news section, there is also a much more focused design towards animated cinema and slightly improved birds. Not to mention moving targets! Download Angry BirdsDownload Angry Birds SeasonsLoad
Angry Birds Space If you prefer to control pigs, have their own game:Download Bad PiggiesAngry Birds Rio brings your share of new features. Not really in the game (we don't change a formula that works) but rather the environment of the game that really becomes very attractive. Fans will be delighted!
New very nice sets Other challengesDew bonuses to collect Skate at full speed to evade the police! Enjoy the Games of Wii and Gamecube on your Android The iconic fighting saga is already in Android Missions and events full of minigames and vehicles Slide the ball on floating platforms An endless
runner with Sonic Choose your favorite song and play it on your Android device A reduced version of the Facebook app The official Facebook Messenger app Find your friends on Facebook from your Android smartphone Play the best-selling arcade game Angry Birds Legally download music, movies and
apps The first excellent sequel to the legendary Angry Birds x xnBrowse:Social Video Downloader,Unlock Sites 3.0 Party Call: Fun Unlimited Unlimited
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